Draft Agenda

9:00 AM  WELCOME & INTRODUCTIONS
Amy Cloud, Executive Director, Kentucky Chamber of Commerce Executives
Dr. Novaro (invited), Kentucky State University
Laura Stephenson, Director, Cooperative Extension, University of Kentucky

9:30 AM  LEADERSHIP LESSONS LEARNED ON THE APPALACHIAN TRAIL
Anissa Starnes, Chief Impact Officer, YGM, LLC

10:30 AM  LEADERSHIP PROGRAM PRIORITIES BREAKOUT GROUP CONVERSATIONS
The Kentucky Community Leadership Program Coordinators were surveyed about the most important topics for discussion. Participants will break into facilitated discussion groups on those important topics. Discussions: 45 minutes, followed by summary presentations (10 minutes each)

12:30 PM  LUNCH
Three Peas in a Pod catering.

1:15 PM  REGIONAL GROUP DISCUSSION
Time allocated to Kentucky Community Leadership Program Coordinators by region to discuss ways of strengthening their programs.

2:15 PM  60 FOR 60 – SIXTY OF THE HOTTEST IDEAS IN ONE HOUR!
Participants have 1 minute to share a key idea of program success.

3:15 PM  WHAT’S NEXT?
A facilitated discussion of 1) where the state association should go from here, and 2) how you will apply something from this workshop moving forward.

STRATEGIC NEXT STEPS... ACCOUNTABILITY PARTNERS
Daniel Kahl, Associate Director, UK CEDIK
Adrianna Palmer, Extension Leadership Specialist, Kentucky State University

This event could not be possible without the guidance of the Steering Committee: Ron Catchen, Sarah Congleton, Sandra Wilson, Janice Way, Dan Kahl, Audrey Palmer, Amy Cloud
And the support of volunteers!